

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Information Extraction is the concept of extracting and structuring data from an                       
unstructured data source. The general architecture and process of Information Extraction                     
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 is given in Figure 5[7]. We begin with a document of raw text (usually fetched with a                                 
web crawler) and we begin the process of sentence segmentation. Sentence segmentation                       
is the process of generating a list of strings of sentences within the text. We then take                                 
this list of strings and begin the process of tokenization. There exists several kinds of                             
tokenization used depending on the needs of the user but generally tokenization is the                           
process of taking the list of sentences and segmenting each word within each sentence.                           
We then end up with a list of lists of strings (which are words). Once we have segmented                                   
each word, we then pass the list to a parts of speech tagging function. The parts of                                 
speech tagging process is going through each word and classifying each word as a                           
particular part of speech. Some examples may include tagging a phrase such as “the                           
coffee cup” as a noun phrase (usually denoted as NP) or a phrase such as “is working”                                 
would be classified as a verb phrase (VP). This function will generate a list of lists of                                 
tuples which we then must pass to perform entity detection. The proper name is                           
Named­Entity Recognition assigns each word as a specific type of named entity. A                         
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 named entity is defined by user and differs depending on the information that is trying to                               
be extracted. Examples of named entities could include Person, Organization, Animal,                     
Movie, etc. After each word has been properly classified as an entity (and chunked                           
which will explained in a following section) a list of trees is passed to a relation detection                                 
algorithm. The relation detection algorithm will then create a set a tuples that describe                           
relationship between a set of entities. An example of such a relationship might be                           
company A acquired company B which may look something like Acquired(A, B).                       




One of the main issues with segmenting sentences is ambiguity. A sentence that                         
ends in either a question mark or an exclamation mark is relatively unambiguous.                         
However, a period may be the mark of several things including the mark of a number                               
(such as 0.02), a title (Mr., Ms., Dr.) or may be the mark of the end of a sentence. We                                       
must therefore construct a binary classifier that, once comes upon a period, is able to                             
decide if we are at the end of a sentence or not. One possible algorithm we can use to                                     
determine whether or not we are at the end of a sentence in a given text is a simple                                     
decision tree algorithm. Therefore, it is important to select relevant features that can be                           
used to decide whether or not we have reached the end of a sentence. What features to                                 






Tokenization is composed of two processes, segmenting words in a given text and                         
then normalizing word formats. In the task of word normalization, we must take each                           
word and reduce it down to its most basic form. Words can have different word forms                               
such as singular and plural forms of words but we must be able to recognize words that                                 
have similar lemmas. Words that have similar lemmas are words that are of the same                             
part of speech and have a similar stem (an example of words with the same lemma would                                 
be “guys” and “guy”). Usually tokenization segments based on the punctuation which                       
means we may run into problems with punctuations that occur within words. For                         
example, words that include an apostrophe might be separated into two different words                         
(“Phil’s cat” will be segmented as “Phil, “s”, “cat”). Another example would be                         
segmenting the period within acronyms may cause several issues. We can fix these                         
issues by performing word normalization. Word normalization ensures that all words                     
within the given space are in the same form. One of the most common techniques of                               
normalizing words is reducing all characters in the text to lowercase. We do this because                             
most characters and words are in lower case. This technique is called Case­Folding.                         
However, it would be in our best interest to keep uppercase words that appear in the                               
middle of a sentence because it reduce ambiguity. An example of this would be                           
distinguishing between the words “Fed” and “fed” where “Fed” implies the Federal                       
Reserve and the word “fed” is the past tense of feed. Also we would want to keep the                                   
names of organizations and people uppercase because this may help us with their                         
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 classification in a later stage. Another technique of normalization is called                     
Lemmatization. Lemmatization is the task of reducing every word in the text to its base                             
form. Therefore, words such as “character”, “characters”, “character’s”, and                 
“characters’” would be reduced to the word “character”. Another case that is not as                           
obvious to reduce are words such as “am”, “is”, and “are” which are mapped to the word                                 
“be”. The other method of reducing words down to their base form is Stemming.                           
Stemming is based off of Morphology which is the study of Morphemes. Morphemes are                           
the different basic parts that make up a word. The two main parts of a word are the stem                                     
and affixes. The stem of a word is the unit that holds the main meaning of the word                                   
whereas the affixes are grammatical components we add to create meaning (the substring                         
“es” in the word “affixes” is an “affix” where “affix” is the stem). The objective of                               
stemming is to remove all affixes from words in the text to reduce them to their basic                                 
form. One of the most used stemming algorithms is Porter’s Algorithm. The Porter’s                         
Algorithm is a rule­based algorithm that iterates through different steps and eliminates                       
affixes on each step. The first set of rules state all characters “sses” map to “ss”, “ies”                                 
maps to “i”, and “s” maps to∅(the empty set). In the next set of rules, the objective is to                                         
delete all appropriate “ing” and “ed” substrings. An example of an inappropriate word                         
for deleting “ing” would be “bring”. Therefore, the rule states we must map all “ing” and                               
“ed” substrings to ∅if the substring is preceded by a vowel. In this case, a word such as                                     
“crossing” would be mapped to “cross” because of the ‘o’ character. In the third step, we                               
are removing affixes from longer stems. The rules of the step three are substrings                           
“ational” map to “ate”, “izer” maps to “ize”, and “ator” maps to “ate”. The fourth and                               
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 final step of Porter’s algorithm is the removal of affixes on the longest stems. Therefore,                             
the rules are substrings “al” maps to ∅, “able” maps to ∅, and “ate” maps to ∅. The                                   
Porter’s Algorithm is only appropriate for the English language. We would need more                         
complicated stemming algorithms to reduce words in other languages such as German or                         
Chinese. These are the most common techniques of word normalization. Once we                       
normalize all words by removing ambiguous punctuation and reducing words to their                       




The definition of a “part of speech” is a class of words which hold similar                             
grammatical properties. The parts of speech tagger will be highly, if not solely,                         
dependent on what is defined in the grammar (an example of such a grammar is given in                                 
Figure 5.). When defining the grammar of a given natural language, it is important to                             
make as many distinctive classes of words as possible. The more classes used in defining                             
the lexicon of the language, the easier it will be to define and extract relational                             
information from the text. We can begin by classifying words into two different                         
categories. The first class of words is open class words (lexical words). Open class                           
words are words which belong to a class which is continuously being updated with words                             
as time moves forward. Examples of open class words would be nouns, proper nouns,                           
and adjectives. The second class of words are closed class words. Closed class words                           
are words which belong to a class of words which do not obtain new words through the                                 
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 passage of time. Examples of such classes are pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, and                       
modal verbs. Classifying words that belong to a unique class of words are simple to                             
classify, however, there exists words in the English language that belong to multiple                         
classes of words (i.e the word “hit” is both a verb and a noun) which bring ambiguity to                                   
classifying the words. Ambiguity does not pose a major issue considering the fact there                           
are only a small percentage of ambiguous words in the English Corpus. There are several                             
methods that can diminish error in parts­of­speech tagging. These methods will be                       




Entity Detection is the process of finding entities and classifying text. An entity                         
is a discrete object in the world such as a specific person or school but things such as                                   
sand or air are not specific objects and are not entities. One method for detecting entities                               
is called chunking. The process of chunking involves taking the parts of speech tagged                           
tokens and grouping them into labels such as noun phrases and verb phrases. The first                             
type of chunking we can obtain is noun­phrase chunking. Noun­phrase chunks do not                         
necessarily have to be a single noun­phrase. Noun­phrase chunks can have multiple                       
nested noun­phrases within them. We do this for the purpose of avoiding having                         
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 noun­phrase chunks within noun­phrase chunks. We do the same for verb phrase chunks                         
and others we intend to search for. We then will need to refer to the grammar we have                                   
previously created to generate rules which classify different types of chunked phrases.                       
For the purposes of finding specific entities such as revenues and profits, it would be                             
prudent to include a name­entity recognition system. For a named­entity recognition                     
system, it is required we label words in the text in IBO (inner, beginning, outer) format.                               
A word that begins a chunk is tagged as ‘B’ and a tag occurring in the same chunk is                                     
labeled as ‘I’. Once we have labeled these words, it is necessary to use a trained                               
classifier to classify text as specific Named­Entities. Once we have our entities labeled                         







In the relation detection, or relation extraction, process the goal is to find tuples of                             
relations among different entities. This is why it is important we have named­entities                         
available to us from the previous process. We can find relations through rules or                           
supervised learning algorithms as we could with the previous processes. However, we                       
can also extract these relations through Ontological Engineering. Ontological                 
Engineering is the process of representing abstract data in the form of graphs. An                           




In the previous section, there were a number of processes mentioned in which                         
both a rule­based and supervised learning approach could be implemented. When                     
applying a rule­based solution in natural language processing (or formal language                     
processing), we implement rules through the use of regular expressions. The regular                       
expression is a tool used for processing text strings. There are many functions inherent in                             
regular expressions that make it simple to identify properties in text we are specifically                           
looking for. An example of a regular expression would be “[A­Z]?[a­z]*(\.)[“                     
”][A­Z]”[8]. The brackets are symbols that represent disjunction. The section “[A­Z]” is                       
stating only to find capital alphanumeric characters. The question mark occurring                     
subsequently after the phrase is implying the precedent phrase in only optional. We then                           
see a similar phrase in brackets as seen in the first part of the regular expression. This                                 
section of the expression is simply stating to find a lowercase alphanumeric characters.                         
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The asterisk is a symbol that states the preceding element can occur zero to infinite                             
number of times. The last elements of the regular expression are implying to find strings                             
which have a period, a space, and a capital alphanumeric character. Using this regular                           
expression, we can find all strings in the text which are title specifiers (Mr., Mrs., Dr.,                               
etc.). If we eliminate these types of strings, we eliminate a large majority of ambiguity                             
when segmenting sentences within text. In the parts­of­speech tagging process, a                     
rule­based approach would be relying solely on the grammar to handle ambiguous words.                         
We can minimize the error of incorrectly classifying text by constructing a more complex                           
grammar. Another rule­based approach that can be implemented are semantic networks.                     
Semantic networks are a form of knowledge representation in which semantic relations                       
are matched between concepts. We can implement these semantic relations to properly                       
classify ambiguous words based on their contextual surrounding. Lets take the example                       
sentence “John is back”. The word “back” is an ambiguous word that has many different                             
meanings and different grammar classifications. However, using a semantic network, we                     
can deduce the true intended meaning of the word. The sentence represents an IS­A                           
relationship where John is back. However, we can deduce “back” cannot be represented                         
as a noun or an adjective since it is impossible for an animate noun to be a noun or the                                       
description of a noun that is not animate. Also, “back” cannot be a verb because a noun                                 
cannot also be a verb. Therefore, the only classification available for the word “back”                           
would be an adverb describing the state­of­being verb “is”. We can, therefore,                       
implement a highly accurate rule­based system to classify parts­of­speech. These                   
methods are similar in a rule­based relation extraction system. In pattern recognition, the                         
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 objective is to find the relation between entities X and Y. Different textual patterns can                             
be used to extract the IS­A relation between two entities. Using Marti Hearst’s pattern                           
algorithm, we can find IS­A relationships between entities. These textual patterns                     
include “Y such as X”, “X or other Y”, “X and other Y”, “Y including X”, and “Y,                                   
especially X”. The IS­A relationship is very useful when classifying a specific text as a                             
company aspect of interest. We can also, use named­entities mixed with word classes to                           
construct patterns which extract relation between entities. Therefore, a rule­based                   
approach would be to construct a set of rules such as “Revenue ​X​” or “Profit ​X​” when                                 
the income statement states “Revenue” in a single table then a number in an adjacent                             
table or variations of this pattern. When using a rule­based system, we usually have a                             
high precision. However, the patterns created are more than likely tailored only to a                           
specific domain. Applying this approach to a large scale domain would result in high                           
inaccuracy. The number of patterns that would need to be created is exponentially high.                           
This would also imply using a rule­based system works well with websites which already                           
have a semi­structure of information built into the system. The alternative to rule­based                         
systems are supervised learning and probabilistic modeling algorithms. The objective is                     
to use trained classifiers that are able to classify text and other information without                           
having to write explicit patterns and rules for governance. In the process of sentence                           
segmentation, the machine learning algorithm logistic regression is very useful. As said                       
previously, the primary issue when segmenting sentences is segmenting the ambiguous                     
periods between real sentences and words which require the use of a period. We would                             
first construct a training set of segmented sentences along with non­segmented sections                       
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 of sentences. It is critical to select proper features which would be used to classify the                               
end of a sentence or not. Example features would be the word class before the period,                               
the word class after the period, the capitalization of the word before the period, the                             
number of spaces after the period, and number of characters in the word before the                             
period. To ensure the features selected are the most relevant, we would run a                           
leave­one­out cross­validation algorithm on the classifier. Once the classifier has fully                     
run through the training data, we would then test the classifier on a test set. The objective                                 
is to train a classifier with minimal test error without overfitting the data. When                           
classifying text, there are two different models that can be used, joint generative models                           
and discriminative conditional models. Similar methods can be applied in the process in                         
tagging text as a part­of­speech. When tagging parts­of­speech, we can use the words                         
themselves and different properties of the words such as knowing the case of the word,                             
the prefixes, the suffixes, and the word shape. To this point we have mostly discussed                             
joint generative models. These types of models place probabilities on both seen data and                           
unseen (hidden) data. Examples of joint generative models would be n­gram models,                       
Naive Bayes Classifier, hidden Markov Models, and probabilistic context­free grammars.                   
Discriminative conditional models are the alternative to using joint generative models.                     
Discriminative conditional models take the data as it is given and puts a probability over                             
the hidden structure of the data. Examples of discriminative conditional models would be                         
logistic regression models, conditional loglinear or maximum entropy models,                 
conditional random fields, and support vector machines. Generative models seek to                     
maximize a joint probability whereas the objective for discriminative conditional models                     
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 is to maximize conditional likelihood. Conditional models have been known to be more                         
effective in accurately classifying word sense disambiguation and can be very useful in                         
classifying revenues and profits (named­entities). In our particular research,                 
discriminative conditional models can be used to classify fundamental information. The                     
first task would be to create a text corpus of income statements and fundamental                           
information mined. We then construct features that can classify an entity as a parameter                           
of interest. Constructing features is similar to constructing definite rules only now we                         
must assign a maximum probability to this rule. An example feature would be f(c =                             
“REVENUE” ∧w​i+1​= “20” ∧ isRevenue(w​i​)). This feature is stating an entity classified                       
as Revenue will be preceded by the word “Revenue” and preceded by the word “has”.                             
Therefore a text stating “Profit” would classify the next segment as a profit number                           
because it follows the constructed rules of the feature. However, it is the objective to be                               
able to construct this feature without explicitly programming it in. We first would create                           
a training set from the collected text corpus and classify text as revenues. We would then                               
train a classifier with the training set to generate the feature rule. If the above feature is                                 
labeled to probabilistically be accurate 89% of the time, then we can say with confidence                             
the feature is accurate. We therefore can accurately label named­entities. Once                     
named­entities have been identified, we could use supervised­learning methods to extract                     
relations among the entities. We must first choose a set of relations we want to extract.                               
We then must find a relevant set of named entities. The named­entities we are interested                             
in are profits, dividends, and revenues. We then must find the labeled data. We must                             
first take our corpus and label the relations between the relevant named­entities. The set                           
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 we create can then be split into training set, development set, and test set and we can train                                   
a classifier to the training set. In addition to this, we must find pairs of named entities in                                   
the same sentence. If the two entities are related, then we classify the relation. The                             
features used for finding relationships are similar to the ones used in naming entities.                           
These features include parts­of­speech tagging, word features, and particular words                   




It is generally the case where supervised learning methods of natural language                       
processing yield better accuracy than rule­based approaches. However, for this research,                     
the data mining will be limited to a single website. Also, the website which we will mine                                 
already holds an inherent semi­structure. In more detail, the United States Securities and                         
Exchange Commission's website holds 10­K forms (labeled as such). Each form holds                       
all information within tables. Therefore, if we write a set of rules to extract the tables and                                 

























































































































































w * xi  
It is usually the case where this equation is represented within vector format.  We 
represent a vector of weights and a vector of input values. 





































































  (11)     J 1 )dEdW = Δ *Oj−1 * ( −Oj−1 *Oj−2  
These steps would be performed for all hidden layers which implies the more 
hidden layers our neural network is composed of, the more complex our training 
algorithm will be.  The training of neural networks is an iterative process which requires 
a great amount of data to produce acceptable accuracies. 
 
3.6: Literary Conclusion 
This is the foundational information and research needed in order to conduct this 
research.  We have discussed the different methodologies of analyzing stocks and 
discussed the basics of how to conduct a fundamental analysis.  We also discussed the 
different natural language processing concepts needed to fulfill our qualitative analysis 
for stocks.  We lastly discussed the foundational principles for neural networks and how 
to train our artificial neural network using the backpropagation algorithm to optimize 
accuracy in the validation stage.  In the following chapter, we will discuss the conducted 
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 research and then show the analysis of our results.  The steps to create our research is to 
first collect our dataset for our selected stocks.  This requires us to first mine information 
of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission website.  We then must mine 
sentiment from a collection of tweets within a given time period.  Lastly, we must run our 
created dataset through a neural networks algorithm and train for high accuracy. 
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 Chapter 4 
Neural Networks Sentiment Architecture 
4.1 Related Research­ Time Variant 
There have been a variety of research on the usage of neural networks with the 
prediction of the stock market.  One of the prevalent factors of financial markets is there 
consistency of change over time.  The overall markets and individual corporation stocks 
are prone to behave differently as time goes on.  For example, the Apple corporation 
behaved much differently in the early and middle 1990’s versus 2005 to 2010.  This 
presents a problem for the reason if we use neural networks, the inconsistencies of the 
data we collect can significantly diminish the accuracy of our results.  One solution was 
presented by Qiang Ye', Bing Liang,  and Yijun Li’[13].  The solution was to add an 
amnestic module to the neural network.  The term amnetic is a word which means a 
module which dilutes the memory of far past data.  The way we do this is by weighing all 
non­current data with lighter weights and more current data with heavier weights. This 
was done for the reason of forgetting non­relevant customer habits and effectively 
capturing more recent market reactions.  As a result, this testing result of maximum 
accuracy of 58.25%.  For this research, we conducted our data collection in a different 
manner.  It was a goal to instead of collect a mass of data which may or may not be 
currently relevant, we devise a different methodology of collect more relevant data.  For 
artificial neural networks, obtaining accurate data is a high priority due to the fact that 
irrelevant, and inaccurate, training data can significantly alter results.  When we discuss 
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 our system architecture in a later section, we will show an alternative to diluting 
irrelevant data. 
 
4.2 Related Research­ Multi­Agent Architecture 
As described in the previous sections, data collection poses a problem due to the 
nature of changing markets and habits.  We either have the option of collecting less mass 
data with the inclusion of less relevant data or we must find a way to maximize the 
amount of relevant data we collect.  Gabriel Iuhasz, Monica Tirea and Viorel Negru [14] 
used fundamental analysis data to make predictions about the stock market and certain 
companies.  An approach was taken to write a program (utilizing the neural networks 
learning algorithm) as a set of multiple agents.  There was a given set of coordinator 
agents which handled the coordination.  We then have fundamental, technical, liquidity, 
and projection agents which all uniquely either calculate different pieces of data and also 
the projection and coordination of the data generated.  For a research purposes, we will 
use a similar architecture for a variety of reasons.  By using this archetype, we can build 
off the concepts described in chapter two to create agents specifically designed for 
collecting data.  One solution to the limit of data collection and the time variability 
problem is to mine information from certain information and structure the data in such a 
way where we are collecting more relevant data but at the same time maximizing the 
amount of data we are able to collect.  Using different agents helps organize and ensure 
each segment of code is tasked with one specific task.  By using a similar architecture, we 
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 can ensure we are collecting the different types of data needed in order to properly test 
the results and effects of the data collected. 
 
4.3: Related Research­ Type of Data 
One of the commonalities between the different researches conducted of how to 
use neural networks to predict the stock market is the type of data which is used as input. 
In a research conducted by Nguyen Lu Dang Khoa, Kazutoshi Sakakibara and Ikuko 
Nishikawa [15] using neural networks to predict market trends and time­series, it was 
suggested to have a mixed input set between technical factors and fundamental factors. 
This has been a strategy used by all related researches analyzed.  For this particular 
research, we decided to only input fundamental data.  However, the fundamental 
information used by these researches are all inherently quantifiable.  One of the main 
aspects of our research is to analyze the possibility of using sentiment data in prediction 
models, specifically using neural networks.  In the following section, we will show and 
thoroughly explain how we designed our system architecture.   
 
4.4: System Architecture 
In a related research and mentioned previously, we were presented with the idea 
of having an agent based architecture.  In the following figure, we can see an 
architectural design which was implemented in the research mentioned in section 4.2. 
We will use this implementation to create our own architecture (Figure 13) for just 
strictly using fundamental data. 
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Figure 12 
 
Figure 13 
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 4.4.1: Main Agent 
The main agent within this software architecture is the beginning, the middle, and 
end of all operations.  The main agent is responsible for coordinating information 
between agents of quantitative analysis, qualitative analysis, and the prediction agent.  In 
more detail, the main agent will coordinate three segments of data.  First, the agent will 
obtain the data from the quantitative agents (which are all passed to the main agent at the 
same time).  The agent of qualitative analysis will need to the dates of the data collected 
by the agents of quantitative analysis.  Therefore, the main agent must pass the data from 
the quantification agents to the qualitative agent.  Once the qualitative agent returns data 
to the main agent, the main agent will pass the data to the prediction agent. 
 
4.4.2: SEC Web Scraper Agent 
The SEC Web Scraper agent is one of the two agents of quantitative analysis and 
is responsible for collecting data from the securities and exchange commission website. 
As mentioned earlier, one of the problems faced within this research is the limited 
relevant structured data which is available to us.  Therefore, we must employ the natural 
language processing strategies and techniques described in chapter two to properly mine 
unstructured data and create structured data which can be used within this program.  As 
mentioned previously, we were choiced with two different archetypes for creating our 
web scraper, supervised­learning or rule­based.  Because we are only planning to mine 
information from the SEC website and accuracy is a high priority for our data, we 
decided to implement a rule­based web scraper.  The web scraper was built on a set of 
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 grammar rules catered to the SEC website.  In other words, we were able to write a set of 
rules for the html code for the website to mine the information we needed.  The steps of 
implementation for the SEC Web Scraper are given as follows.  First, the main agent will 
pass the company ticker symbol to the SEC Agent which is then mapped to a cik number. 
(A cik number is a unique number which represents corperation in the SEC website). 
The cik number is then used to take the webscraper to a site which lists all the company’s 
posted 10­Q statements.  A 10­Q statement is a quarterly posted statement showing 
different financials of the given company including the revenues and profits which is 
what we are interested in mining.  Therefore, using a set of html grammar rules, the web 
scraper will mine all 10­Q statements which the company posted all the way back to 
2006. For each of these 10­Q statements, an associated date is also displayed for when 
the statement was posted.  The agent mined this information as well along with each 
10­Q statement.  Lastly, the SEC Web Scraper Agent used another set of html rules to 
mine the revenues and profits from each of the 10­Q statements.  The agent then uses this 
data along with the dates collected to compute the growth over the given years.  The 
profit and revenue data is then stored until we return to the main agent while the 
associated dates are passed to the external fundamental agent.  The SEC Web Scraper 
solves the time­variability problem mentioned in section 4.1 by taking each year and 
creating four annual growths for each year by utilizing the fact that a company must post 
10­Q statements four times in a given year.  We then have a maximum amount of 
relevant data which we can use instead of altering our neural networks algorithm in our 
prediction agent. 
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 4.4.3: External Fundamental Agent 
The main purpose of the external fundamental agent is to find all external 
quantifiable data which relates to the given company.  First, the external fundamental 
agent uses a yahoo website to connect and download a chart of annual dividend yields 
dating all the way back to 2006.  The agent then continues to collect data for the stock 
price and overall S&P 500 index using a yahoo library.  The external fundamental agent 
then takes the associated 10­Q dates given by the SEC Web Scraper Agent and uses the 
stock, market, and dividend data to iteratively find the annual growth of each item dating 
one year back from each date.  We then find the future year growth of a given stock stock 
price for each date as well.  Once we have this information, it is passed to the main agent 
along with the dates and previously collected data to start computing the qualitative 
sentiment based data in the qualitative agent. 
 
4.4.4: Tweet Agent 
The tweet agent is the only agent used for qualitative analysis.  The 
responsibilities of this agent are collecting all the tweets required, creating a sentiment 
score from the tweets, and then sending the sentiment score back to the main agent for 
computation.  First, the tweet agent receives the post dates of the 10­Q statements 
transferred from the quantitative agents to the main agents to the tweet agent.  Once these 
dates are successfully transferred to the tweet agent, the tweet agent then parses a 
structured text file to receive several bits of information.  The tweet agent will first 
collect the company name and CEO information dating back to 2006.  The dates of the 
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 active CEOs are also stored with the CEO names themselves.  The last information 
collected is the names of products the company either sells or has association with.  With 
these terms collected, the agent begins the process of collecting tweets for the company 
overall.  This is done by using similar methods as the SEC Web Scraper Agent. The agent 
first enters the twitter advanced twitter search as a mozilla user agent.  Within the url, a 
query can be made to query a subject along with a date range for when to collect tweets. 
However, the twitter search will only post an average of nine tweets to the user at a time. 
Because of this and the fact we do not need to collect all tweets for a given year, the 
tweet agent resumed to collect nine tweets for every ten days within a given date range. 
The tweet agent uses a written html grammar to parse and collect the tweets from the 
collected html.  For each date in the listed given from the quantitative agents, we 
collected an average of 600 tweets dating one year before to the given date.  Once the 
tweets were collected for a given date, a sentiment score was generated from the text 
using the alchemy api sentiment scorer.  These set of steps needed to be done for the 
company name, each active CEO from 2016 back to 2006, and each associated product of 
the company.   There were several cases where sitting CEOs changed during this time 
period.  When this occurred, the subject of tweets collected was changed to the sitting 
CEO to ensure what we were collecting was relevant.  Also, when collecting for each 
product, we would take the sentiment for all products and then create an average 
sentiment score for the products associated with the company of interest.  From this 
information, we were able to generate yearly sentiment scores for the company as a 
whole, the sitting CEO, and products associated with the company.  This information was 
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 then passed back to the main agent where the information was ready to be passed to the 
prediction agent. 
 
4.4.5: Prediction Agent 
The prediction agent is the final agent of action within this program.  The main 
tasks associated with the prediction agent is to use the data collected from the quantitative 
and qualitative agents to train and tests a neural networks algorithm.  First, when the 
prediction agent receives the full, structured data from the qualitative and quantitative 
agents, the agent then splits the data in half creating a training set and test set (several 
tests of different sized training and test sets were made and this gave us the optimal 
results).  Once the training and test sets were created, the prediction agent ran the training 
set through the neural networks algorithm and trained using a backpropagation learning 
method described in the previous chapter.  After this, the test set was iteratively given to 
the trained algorithm which calculated a ratio between the number of correctly labeled 
data versus all data labeled (the percentage number of correctly labeled data).  Once this 
statistic was found, an f­anova test (provided by the sci­kit learning api) was run on both 
the training set and test set to give a quantified value for how much each data item was 
contributing to the overall labeling of the data.  The agent then presented the final results 
to the console. 
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 4.5: Conclusion 
The major difference between this research versus others which have been made 
is the usage of sentiment in our learning algorithm.  In the following chapter, we will 
discuss the results from our tests and show that sentiment was a prevailing factor in the 
prediction of these stocks.  This proves that sentiment and other machine learning based 
scoring methods can and should be considered more as the input to other machine 
learning algorithms.   
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 Chapter 5 
Testing and Analysis 
5.1: Test Program 
For our experiment, we first needed to decide which companies to be the focus for 
this study.  We decided to experiment with Apple Inc., Microsoft Corp., and Peabody 
Energy Corp.  For each company, we needed to collect the following data for each 
company.   
 
Figure 14 
For each company we need to collect as much data as possible for the following 
fields.  With this data, we will conduct both a quantitative as well as a qualitative analysis 
on the collection.  This program was written in python.  The main methods of operations 
can be seen on the following pages. 
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 Main 
 
Figure 15 
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 Quantitative Analyzer 
 
Figure 16 
Within this class, data is collected for fundamental information.  The data we 
collect are the growths of revenues, profits, stock price, dividends, and the overall market 
where the revenues and profits come directly from the 10­Q income statements.  The year 
growth field is set to one if the stock’s future growth is over ten percent and zero if 
otherwise.  This information is then returned to the main class. 
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 Qualitative Analyzer 
 
Figure 17 
This class collects all tweets needed for a given company.  The class takes the 
dates generated from the quantitative analyzer and extracts tweets of the overall 
company, the company’s products, and the company’s CEO.  From this a sentiment score 
is generated for each of the three categories.  This is done separately for every date 
passed to the module.  
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 5.2: Results 
The program was run separately on the three selected companies and as expected, 
different results were obtained from each.  The first company which was tested was 
Apple Inc.  After gathering the dates of released quarterly reports, which date as far back 
as 2007, we collected all fundamental annual trends using the quarterly report release 
dates and one year before as a duration of trends.  After an average of 500 tweets was 
collected for the three sentiment categories for each annual duration, an overall sentiment 
score was given to the tweet set.  The dataset was then split into a training set and 
validation set and given to a multi­layered perceptron algorithm which the following 
results were generated.  After the training process, the algorithm had a test accuracy of 
63.63%.  One of the most noticeable factors in the price of apple is the consistency of the 
stock price.  Over the years, the stock was consistently positive until recent years.  The 
next test was on the Peabody Energy Corporation.  After collecting data in the same 
fashion as Apple Inc., the data was split into a training set as well as test set.  After 
training, the algorithm was able to predict at 54.5%.  Like Apple, Peabody also showed 
consistency in its stock price but with a negative trend rather a positive one.  The final 
test was on Microsoft Corporation which showed more mixed trends of the stock price 
over time.  Because of this, the prediction accuracy of the algorithm was 36.4%. 
However, we performed an F anova test on the data for both Apple Inc. as well as 
Microsoft Corporation (one company showing consistent stock trends and the other 
showing more mixed trends).  The results showed Apple’s most influential aspect was by 
far the sentiment of the current CEO.  However, with Microsoft’s more mixed stock 
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 trends, the F anova test showed the previous stock price having the highest impact on the 
future stock price.  But, more interestingly, the overall company sentiment gathered from 
the twitter feeds came in second.  Below are tables of both anova test results. 
 
Figure 18 
 
 
Figure 19 
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 Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
After analyzing the data findings, we came to the conclusion that sentiment over a 
period of time can have an effect of the future stock price.  However, after a year of 
growth, the general trend of the stock price is decided by the fundamentals as well as the 
overall sentiment.  One of the greatest mysteries of fundamental analysis is the idea that it 
is known the stock price will eventually reflect what the fundamentals present but how 
long it will take for the stock to reflect the fundamentals.  From our findings, we found it 
is more probable the stock growth will be more synonymous with the trends of the 
fundamentals rather than the trend of the sentiment.  However, it is important to still 
consider sentiment because it can still have just as great of effects on the future stock 
price even in the long term.   
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